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The Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG) model was devised to test the validity of different approximate
formalisms to treat many-particle systems. The model was constructed to be exactly solvable and
yet non-trivial, in order to capture some of the main features of real physical systems. In the present
contribution, we explicitly review the fact that different many-body approximations commonly used
in different fields in physics clearly fail to describe the exact LMG solution. With similar assumptions
as those adopted for the LMG model, we propose a new Hamiltonian based on a general two-body
interaction. The new model (Extended LMG) is not only more general than the original LMG model
and, therefore, with a potentially larger spectrum of applicability, but also the physics behind its
exact solution can be much better captured by common many-body approximations. At the basis
of this improvement lies a new term in the Hamiltonian that depends on the number of constituents
of the system and polarizes it, producing an explicit symmetry breaking.
PACS numbers: 21.60.Fw, 11.15.Ex, 21.60.-n,21.60.Jz,71.70.Ej
A complete microscopic study of quantum many-body
systems with realistic Hamiltonians is the central prob-
lem of different fields in physics such as atomic physics,
condensed matter, or nuclear physics among others [1–6].
The systems under study are in general very complicated
to tackle and different many-body approximations have
been proposed along the years in order to understand the
diverse phenomenology: from pairing in superconductors
or superfluidity in 3He to collective states in nuclei. How-
ever, to test, compare and better understand state-of-the-
art formalisms may become unpractical, especially when
originating from different fields. One way forward is to
simplify the problem under study by proposing a more
simple albeit non-trivial Hamiltonian. That is, an Hamil-
tonian that contains some of the relevant features of the
physical system under study. Then to test and learn from
the very complex many-body techniques available in the
literature may become a manageable alternative [7–10].
With this aim, the LMG model was proposed [7]. Such
model considers a system of N fermions distributed on
two-levels, each of themM -fold degenerate and separated
by an energy ε. Each state is described by two quantum
numbers: σ specifies the level (+1 and −1 referring to
the upper and lower level) and p specifies the particular
degenerate state within a given level. In this schematic
model, fermions interact by a monopole interaction that
does not change the p quantum number. The interaction
has two channels. The first scatters pairs of particles in
the same level to the other level while the other scatters
one particle to the upper level and, at the same time,
another to the lower level. Since each particle has only
two possible states, the model can be also understood as a
system of spins. In absence of interaction, the model will
predict all spins aligned along the same direction while
other more complex configurations will be only favored
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when the interaction is switched on. As it can be easily
understood from this analogy, the power of the LMG
model arises from the fact that it mimics some features of
different physical many-body systems and, in addition, it
admits an exact solution: using a quasi-spin formulation,
the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the operators
that generate the SU(2) algebra.
To date the LMG model [7] has been applied and ex-
tended in a variety of fields and for the study of dif-
ferent phenomena. An introduction to the LMG model
has been given in the context of the many-body nuclear
problem in Ref. [8]. The LMG has been studied at
finite temperature within the mean-field approximation
[11], applied to the study of quantum phase transitions
[12, 13], spontaneous symmetry breaking [14–21], finite
size effects [22–25], long-range interacting spin-chains
[26], quantum metrology [27], optical cavity QED [28],
Bose-Einstein condensation [29], quantum spin squeez-
ing [30, 31] or quantum entanglement [32, 33], among
others [34, 35]. It has been extended to three level
systems [36, 37] and used to test different many-body
approaches such as the Random Phase Approximation
(RPA) [38, 39], the coupled-cluster method [40] or den-
sity functional theory [41]. Nevertheless, a modification
of the Hamiltonian has not been previously studied.
For the two level system described above, the most
general Hamiltonian that does not change the quantum
number p, written in second quantization, reads
H = 1
2
ε
∑
pσ
σa†pσapσ
+
1
2
∑
σ1,σ2
σ3,σ4
∑
p,p′
Vσ1σ2,σ3σ4a†pσ1a†p′σ2ap′σ4apσ3 (1)
where, for convenience, we have introduced a short-
hand notation for the matrix elements Vσ1σ2,σ3σ4 ≡
〈pσ1, p′σ2|V|pσ3, p′σ4〉. Expanding the sums in Eq. (1)
one arrives at the following expression for the Hamilto-
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H = εJz − V
2
(J2+ + J
2
−)−
W
2
(J+J− + J−J+)
−G(J+ + J−)(N − 1) + W
2
N − F
2
N2 . (2)
In Eq. (2) we have defined the quasi-spin operator J and
the particle number operator N as follows,
Jz =
1
2
∑
pσ
σa†pσapσ, N =
∑
pσ
a†pσapσ,
J+ =
∑
p
a†p+ap−, J− =
∑
p
a†p−ap+ . (3)
The components of the quasi-spin operator J follow
the usual SU(2) algebra, namely [J+, J−] = 2Jz and
[Jz, J±] = ±J±. The particle number operator com-
mutes with all of them. Hence, the Hamiltonian (2) can
be solved exactly using the angular momentum represen-
tation. The coupling constants V,W,G and F in Eq. (2)
are defined in terms of the matrix elements in Eq. (1) as
follows,
− V ≡ V++,−− − F ≡ V+−,+− = V++,++ = V−−,−−
−W ≡ V+−,−+ −G ≡ V++,−+ = V−−,+− . (4)
Matrix elements should be hermitian and symmetric with
respect to the exchange of particles, σ1 ↔ σ2 and σ3 ↔
σ4. The equalities (4) between the matrix elements defin-
ing F and G in our model are representative of physical
cases in which V++,++ and V−−,−− as well as V++,−+ and
V−−,+−, can be expected to be of the same order. Hence,
one may also assume V+−,+− = (V++,++ + V−−,−−)/2.
These considerations, allows for a compact and conve-
nient representation of the Hamiltonian (2).
For systems with a fixed number of particlesN , the last
two terms in Eq. (2) produce just a constant shift in the
energy and, thus, can be renormalized by a change in the
value of ε without losing generality. Under this condition,
and neglecting also the term in G in the Hamiltonian (2),
one can recover the original LMG model proposed in Ref.
[7]. In the present work we propose instead to keep the
more general formulation of the Hamiltonian within the
two-level assumption of the LMG model, that is,
H = εJz − V
2
(J2+ + J
2
−)−
W
2
(J+J− + J−J+)
−G(J+ + J−)(N − 1) . (5)
The new one-body term proportional toG(N−1) scatters
one particle upward or downward. It is important to note
that:
i) the strength of this term increases with the number
of particles, hence dominating for large N ;
ii) the new term produces a fundamental difference
in the energy dependence on the particle number,
when compared to the LMG model;
iii) the term in G(N − 1) introduces an explicit sym-
metry breaking.
In order to clarify the last point, we briefly recall the
symmetries of the LMG and ELMG Hamiltonians. The
unperturbed term depends on Jz, the term on W is pro-
portional to J2 − J2z while the term in V is proportional
to J2x − J2y . Both Hamiltonians commute with J2 while
the terms in V and G do not commute with Jz and in-
troduce an explicit symmetry breaking. The term in V
proportional to J2x − J2y limits the continuous rotational
symmetry of the LMG Hamiltonian to a discrete sym-
metry [7]. The term in G, that can be also written as
2G(N − 1)Jx, explicitly breaks the rotational symmetry.
In Fig. 1, we show some exact and approximate results
for the LMG model (left panels) and for the extended
model presented here ELMG (right panels). For details
on the exact and some approximate solutions of the LMG
model, we refer the reader to Refs. [7, 38]. The method-
ology to solve the ELMG model is fully analogous to that
of the LMG model. In this figure, we explore the behavior
of the ground as well as the lowest excited state energies
with respect to the model parameters, comparing exact
results for a system with N = 20 particles with three
different approximations of common use in many-body
physics [8]: the Hartree-Fock (HF), the 1-particle 1-hole
Random Phase Approximation (RPA) and the 2-particle
2-hole RPA or second RPA (SRPA). In the figure, we
have redefined the coupling constants as v ≡ V (N−1)/ε,
w ≡W (N−1)/ε and g ≡ G(N−1)/ε as well as the total
energy as e ≡ E/ε where E is the total energy solu-
tion of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5). We have chosen to
show the results for some specific values of the parame-
ters but the general features displayed in Fig. 1 lead to
similar conclusions for other choices. In the left panels,
the results for the LMG model are shown. Two regions
are highlighted since the LMG model predicts the ex-
istence of two different HF ground states depending on
the value of the parameters v and w: v+w < 1 produces
a non-degenerate, and v + w > 1 a degenerate, ground
state. In both regions, the HF ground state (left lower
panel) deviates from the exact solution by a few % with a
maximum deviation around the border between the two
regions (v + w ≈ 1). A similar trend is also found for
the RPA ground state although it is more accurate than
the HF prediction. Regarding excited states, the approx-
imate solutions of the LMG model gives a reasonable de-
scription of the exact one in the first region v + w < 1
while they completely fail in the second region. On the
contrary, the accuracy of approximate many-body the-
ories applied to the ELMG model shown in Fig. 1 is
remarkable (right panels). For the ground state, the de-
viation of HF and RPA is below 0.05% (note the different
vertical scale in the lower panels), while the approximate
excited states follow closely the exact solution. In the
ELMG case, the HF ground state is unique and no re-
gions are highlighted.
Therefore, it is clear from Fig. 1 that the addition
of the term in the Hamiltonian proportional to G pro-
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FIG. 1. Relative energy of the ground state with respect to
the exact result [%], and energy e ≡ E/ε of the first and
second excited states, for a system with N = 20 particles as
a function of the model parameters v ≡ V (N − 1)/ε, w ≡
W (N − 1)/ε and g ≡ G(N − 1)/ε. The exact solution is
compared to HF, RPA and SRPA (this latter only for excited
states). The left panel corresponds to the LMG model for
v = w and the right panel to the new ELMG model for v =
w = g.
duces a fundamental difference in the ground state of
the system when solved within the simplest many-body
approximation, that is, within the HF approach. The
HF ground state can be used as a basis for higher-order
approximations, like RPA and SRPA, in a conceptually
similar way in which it serves as a basis for second order
–and higher orders– many-body perturbation theory. On
this regard, we have noticed by performing SRPA calcu-
lations that the LMG model lacks contributions form the
coupling of 1p-1h to 2p-2h states, which is a consequence
of the simplicity of the Hamiltonian. As a consequence,
many-body methods beyond the RPA should not be ex-
pected to be accurate in the LMG model. This problem
is overcome by the new ELMG Hamiltonian. In short,
we can stress that this new Hamiltonian is more general
than the original LMG Hamiltonian and, therefore, has
a potentially larger spectrum of applicability; moreover,
common many-body approximations capture much bet-
ter the physics behind the exact solution of the ELMG
model.
Let us now inspect in some detail the HF ground state
in the two models. The HF wave function is a Slater de-
terminant that has the general form |HF〉 = Πpb†p,−|0〉.
The b†p,σ must be related with a
†
p,σ by a unitary transfor-
mation, (
b†p,+
b†p,−
)
=
(
cos α2 − sin α2
sin α2 cos
α
2
)(
a†p,+
a†p,−
)
, (6)
and for α 6= 0 each state will be represented as a super-
position of bare particles in the upper and lower levels.
This is an example of quasi-particles (see for example Eq.
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FIG. 2. Hartree-Fock energy eHF ≡ EHF/ε as a function of
the variational parameter α for different values of the coupling
constants, as predicted by the LMG model (left panel) and
the ELMG model (right panel).
(7.1) of Ref. [8]). As a function of the variational param-
eter α, the ground state within the HF approximation
(cf. left panel of Fig. 2) is: α = 0 for v + w < 1 (gray
shaded area) and cosα = 1/(v + w) for w + v > 1. In-
stead, for the case of the ELMG model (cf. right panel
of Fig. 2), the minimum of the ground state energy,
EHF
ε
= −N
2
(
cosα+
w
N − 1 +
v + w
2
sin2 α+ 2g sinα
)
,
(7)
evolves as a function of the parameters in a continuous
way. The value of the variational parameter which corre-
sponds to the minimum of the energy is always positive
provided g 6= 0. The ELMG model shows two different
types of transitions: one with g = 0 (LMG model) be-
tween a non-degenerate ground state with v+w < 1 and
a degenerate ground state with v+w > 1; the other, be-
tween a degenerate ground state with g = 0 and v+w > 1
to a non-degenerate ground state with g 6= 0 and ∀ v, w.
From our discussion here, one realizes that the HF ap-
proximation for the ground state (α corresponding to the
minimum of EHF) works much better for deformed states
(α 6= 0) in both models, that is, for quasi-particles rather
than particles. This can be seen in the lower panels of
Fig. 1: the better the exact solution of the LMG model
is described in HF, the larger the value of the param-
eters (v and w) is, which corresponds to a larger value
of α at the minima of EHF. Specifically, the HF solu-
tion of the LMG model is accurate within a 0.1% for
values of v + w > 2; and the HF solution of the ELMG
model is accurate for all values of the parameters within
a 0.05%, yet improving also its accuracy as the value of
the parameters increases, that also corresponds to larger
values of α. We can conclude that our findings provide a
ground for the idea that HF works better in the case of
deformed solutions. We should note that there is an ex-
ception to this general trend. In the perturbative limit,
4the non-deformed HF solution (α = 0) for the case of
the LMG model, and the slightly deformed HF solution
for the ELMG model (α → 0) are also very accurate.
Regarding the description of the lowest excited states
studied here, it is evident that an accurate HF ground
state together with the extended Hamiltonian containing
the G term is of paramount importance for approximate
methods to satisfactorily describe the exact result.
In summary, we have presented a new exactly solv-
able model (ELMG) inspired by the LMG model that
has been shown to be useful for applications in different
fields in physics. The spectrum of applicability of the
new model is broader than that of the LMG model. A
new term in the ELMG Hamiltonian is responsible for an
explicit symmetry breaking leading, in general, to a non-
degenerate HF ground state energy with a variational pa-
rameter (α) that favors the description of the system as
a superposition of bare particles in the upper and lower
levels. The new term in the Hamiltonian also enables
other fundamental differences: the coupling between 1p-
1h and 2p-2h is non zero as it happens for the LMG in
SRPA calculations; and displays an explicit dependence
on the number of constituents of the system.
Importantly, we have shown that many-body approx-
imations of common use such as the HF, RPA or SRPA
describe remarkably well the exact ELMG solution for
the ground state and first two excited states, providing
in that way the possibility of a simple yet reliable study of
complicated real physical systems whenever the ELMG
model can be applied.
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